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Our story goes back to 1978, when under the supervision of Khawaja Abdul Razak Sikka 
(late), KARSS Paint Industries (Happilac) was first established. Back then, we had just 
two products to our name; ‘Happilac Synthetic Enamel’ & ‘Happilac Wall Emulsion’. Our 
product line has drastically increased since, in fact, we initiated technological 
advancement in the industry by being one of the pioneers of Texture Finishes in Pakistan. 
Furthermore, we are today one of Pakistan’s primary and leading paint manufacturers 
with a comprehensive product portfolio including; Decorative Paints, Industrial Coatings, 
Protective Paints, Texture Finishes, Road Marking Paints and Construction Chemicals. 
Over time, our collection of decorative and industrial products has won the appreciation 
& patronage of countless professionals/consultants and the public at large. Our 
commitment to research and consistent development has enabled us to cope with the 
paint industry’s everchanging needs over the years. After our incorporation as a private 
limited company, we further expanded into Road Safety division by introducing the first 
ever fully automatic road marking machine in Pakistan. Further diversification into 
Construction Chemical industry by introduction of Happilac Conschem division placed 
us strategically ahead of the competition and Happilac emerged as one of the chief 
innovators in the Paint/Coating industry.

At Happilac, we firmly believe in our techniques and ideas and are passionate about 
encouraging the workforce to perform with flexible minds. To spread joy with the colors 
of happiness is the motto Happilac has followed over the years, and even today we 
envision the future as; A COLORFUL FUTURE!

OUR 
STORY
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CEO’S
MESSAGE

KHAWAJA SHAHID RAZAK SIKKA

“Happilac (KARSS Paint Industries Pvt. Ltd.) was established with an aim to bring to 
customers the best value for their money by offering high quality international standard 
products at affordable prices. Over the years, we have been striving to translate our 
vision into reality by delivering the most innovative and durable coating systems to our 
valued customers for domestic, business and industrial purposes. Our independent 
quality control department works tirelessly to successfully maintain and efficiently 
implement production strategies which are in line with international quality standards. 
Our R&D department, with qualified experts and highly skilled technicians, works round 
the clock to constantly improve existing products, explore new technologies and work 
on the development of new ideas to keep up with trends and innovations. Happilac’s 
work environment, management system and industrial processes are certified by 
reputed international companies.

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the entire staff at Happilac, our business 
partners and our customers who have always supported and trusted us throughout our 
history. I do hope and believe that together we will carry on this legacy of trust, quality, 
innovation and commitment in the days ahead.”
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DIRECTORS’
MESSAGES

KHAWAJA KHALID RAZAK SIKKA (DIRECTOR)
“‘Colors of Happiness’ is not just our corporate positioning but the motto 
of our organization, and Happilac owes its success to the same. Therefore, 
for Team Happilac work is a means of happiness rather than merely a 
source of living. We believe in spreading happiness and giving back to the 
community by actively participating in socio-economic welfare projects.”

KHAWAJA SAJID RAZAK SIKKA (DIRECTOR SALES)

“First of all, I would like to mention our dealers’ network and other 
business partners. A tireless and committed group of individuals who 
are like family to us and thereby own the Happilac brand as their own. 
I would also like to applaud the ceaseless efforts of our sales team, they 
are the driving force behind the success of Happilac.” 

KHAWAJA ARMUGHAN AHMED SIKKA (DIRECTOR OPERATIONS)

“Happilac is proud to be one of the industry’s few players to have a 
thorough set of SOPs in place, thereby greatly streamlining all of our 
operations. Furthermore, we are ISO certified, and have one of the most 
stringent quality control & assurance systems in the industry.” 

KHAWAJA AMMAD KHALID SIKKA (DIRECTOR – SALES & MARKETING)

“Dynamism is the key to success. More so when one is required to 
strategize market penetration, expand customer-base and meet 
challenging sales targets for greater revenue and robust growth. But if 
one has the right plan and right team to execute it, nothing, believe you 
me, nothing is impossible!”
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KHAWAJA ALI SHAHID SIKKA (DIRECTOR R&D AND PRODUCTION)

“Here at Happilac, we are committed to continually improving & 
innovating, whether it be in terms of our products, our production 
facilities or our research labs. Happilac is proud to have on our team an 
entire panel of qualified expert technicians and engineers from around 
the globe.”

KHAWAJA AHSAN SHAHID SIKKA
(DIRECTOR INDUSTRIAL COATINGS, HAPPILAC ROAD SAFETY & HR)
“Happilac is one of the few paint manufacturers in Pakistan adhering strictly to 
some of the most progressive SMCG policies developed. We see our 
workforce more as family than as employees and therefore provide them with 
ongoing trainings, partake in several employee welfare programs and have in 
place health and safety protocols of international standards.
Comprised of highly seasoned & dedicated professionals, our industrial sales 
team has won state-level projects both locally and internationally. Furthermore, 
we are providing customized coating solutions to the industry according to 
specific needs of the particular customer.”

KHAWAJA FAHAD KHALID SIKKA (DIRECTOR HAPPILAC CONSCHEM)

“Construction chemicals are best sold by evolving the right chemistry with the right 
customers. As Director Conschem, I give top priority to customer services. From 
advisory to sales, Conschem delivers to customers exactly what they need. It is this 
promise to our customers which has earned us a substantial & steadily increasing 
market share nationwide, in the short span of just 8 years.” 
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VISION
At Happilac, our aim is to retain our position as one of the most 
efficient mainstream paint manufacturers in Pakistan and the wider 
world. We strive to do this with excellence and innovation in our 
products and operations. Happilac aspires to be a company that 
gives back to the community by achieving zero environmental 
impact. Here, we join the future with the present by bringing ideas 
of tomorrow to give you luxurious living today.
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MISSION
To provide customers with outstanding value at affordable prices by strictly 
maintaining the quality of products and efficient management. We want to 
be recognized as the leading manufacturers of paints in all the territories we 
operate in. We aim to adhere to the highest standards of ethical conduct in 
our dealings with our customers and suppliers, a quality that enables us to 
be their preferred choice.
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INTEGRITY
Happilac has a proven record of fulfilling commitments and offering competitive 
prices with zero compromise on quality. Transparency in operations is a norm and 
we adhere to the latest international standards of operations.

INNOVATION
Continuous investment in Research & Development enables us to deploy the 
latest technologies. By monitoring international trends, we have developed 
state-of-the-art facilities using only the highest quality of machinery.

TEAMWORK
From the Department Heads to the assembly line, the entire reporting lines and 
teams work in complete harmony. All successes & failures are equally shared 
together.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
We believe in giving back to the community and strive to leave no stone unturned 
when it comes to the socio-economic growth of the territories we operate in. 
Employee welfare is an integral part of Happilac’s culture. We adhere to the latest 
health and safety rules and ensure a safe & protected environment for our 
employees.

CORE
VALUES
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RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT
We are constantly working on Research & Development. To ensure proximity 
to customers and markets, we have several regional laboratories that enable 
us to not only address global customer needs, but also meet local 
specifications and requirements in markets where we exist.

The Research & Development labs at Happilac are equipped with a complete 
range of instruments to provide flexibility in the scale of research operations 
and expertise in specialized technology.

Our team of professionals continuously works towards the adoption of new 
machinery, methodologies and skills to cope with market demand and 
upcoming trends. The testing of raw materials and the final product is 
conducted thoroughly by our team with the help of our advanced R&D 
department.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
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Employees

Nationwide
Marketing & Sales

Offices

4

10+ 500+

4Production Units

Company
Warehouses



Happilac Road Safety

ROAD SAFETY

BUSINESS
LINES
The wide product range by Happilac is not only limited to decorative 
finishes and industrial coatings, we further extend our product lines to 
road marking paints and construction chemicals. This diverse product 
portfolio enables us to stand out from the competition and provides us 
with a competitive edge over the rest.

To ensure that the specific needs of our valued customers are timely 
met without compromising on the quality, we have divided our 
operations in 3 different divisions:

Happilac Paints

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

Decorative Paints
Industrial Coatings

50+ Products 5 Products

10+ Products

Construction Chemicals

Happilac Conschem

CONSCHEM

Road Marking Paints

PRODUCTS
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Happilac is committed to encouraging other companies of the
industry to be more aware of the impact of their business on the rest of
society, including their own stakeholders and the environment.

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a socio-economic approach that
contributes to sustainable development by delivering economic,
social and environmental benefits for all stakeholders & the society they’re a 
part of. It enables us to think broadly and develop a vision for a better and 
more promising future for our coming generations.

Happilac is an active participant in such endeavors and plays its part
in promoting a business culture where corporate social
responsibility becomes a norm for the entire industry.

CORPORATE
SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
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COMMUNITY SERVICE
Happilac has always played its role as a socially responsible organization. 
Which is precisely why our focus has always remained as equally on the 
society & environment we are a part of, as it is on our business growth. 

Our passion has encouraged us to take part in numerous Government 
Beautification Projects, be it through product use or monetary 
assistance, Happilac has offered it all. Being true patriots at heart, we 
always celebrate all the national days in full spirit. The Independence Day 
in 2017 was spent by us in Bali Memorial Trust where we took our colors 
to celebrate with the deserving orphans.

Health is a sector that needs constant support, be it technical or 
monetary, health is a right deserved by everyone and requires a part to 
be played by every individual and organization of the society. We at 
Happilac have a norm for arranging donations to local hospitals. Just 
recently the Civil Hospital Faisalabad was painted free of cost. On and 
off, various NGOs and orphanages are also supported by Happilac. Be it 
renovation to the structures or monetary funding that eases the running 
of operations, Happilac has never shied away from playing its ethical role.
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Some of the organizations that Happilac is a part of supporting are:

•   Rehman Foundation is a leading health institution that seeks to provide free, 
high quality dialysis treatment to those suffering from chronic kidney disease 
(CKD). Happilac contributed paint and machinery worth millions recently and takes 
pride in this effort.

•   SOS Village has been supported by us through monetary donations on a 
regular basis.

•   Shahid Afridi Foundation happens to be one of the most renowned charities 
operating under the name of globally famed cricketer, Shahid Afridi. Happilac has 
been connected with this charity which strives to bring a better life to the less 
fortunate children of our nation.

•   Munawar Foundation is an organization that works for education development 
by building schools for the children of Pakistan. The charity is a strong name in 
Hyderabad and we have played our part in their prestigious struggle.

Apart from all this, Happilac
proudly hosts a monthly lucky draw
through which 2-3 employees get
an opportunity to win travel for
Umrah. We also have an annual 
lucky draw that offers our employees 
a chance to go for the biggest 
religious gathering of the 
world; Hajj!
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SPORTS
Happilac has always been enthusiastic about sports. We have been 
the presenting sponsors of the national hockey team for two years, 
2014-16. We have been acclaimed contributors in domestic cricket.
Faisalabad Wolves is the team that represents the city of Faisalabad 
in domestic cricket tournaments and we have been a celebrated 
sponsor for the team.
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In April 2018, Happilac Paints launched the Happilac WipeOut Illiteracy Campaign, spearheaded 
by renowned former cricketer & acclaimed celebrity, Shahid Afridi. The aim of this campaign is to 
not only spread awareness about illiteracy, but to take steps towards achieving a far more 
enlightened Pakistan. With nearly half the country’s population not meeting the minimum 
requirements to be classified as literate, it is imperative that steps be taken to counter this 
prevalent predicament that the nation faces. Therefore, Happilac launched this campaign to begin 
the process of imparting basic education and civic sense to the country's unschooled, regardless 
of age & gender.

To achieve this goal, Happilac has taken a multipronged approach. First & foremost, an 
easy-to-learn course book was developed by Happilac with the help of educational consultants. 
Meant for all ages, this ‘Asaan Kitaab’ teaches basic literacy skills that the students can use and 
benefit from in their daily lives. An easy-to-teach teachers’ guidebook was also developed for 
those who’ll be teaching students this ‘Asaan Kitaab’. The teachers’ guidebook was designed 
such that a daily 30-minute lesson would allow for a comprehensive 30-day course to be 
completed. During the execution of the campaign, a number of activations & awareness drives 
were rolled out across all major cities of Pakistan. Floats were mobilized and kiosks were set up to 
reach members of the public who were interested in learning, as well as those that were interested 
in teaching. Simultaneously, Happilac’s WipeOut Illiteracy campaign television commercial was 
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aired to spread awareness amongst the masses. Aside from Shahid Afridi, Happilac then invited 
members of the public, including those of the business community and celebrities from all walks of 
life, to join hands with us and play their part in helping achieve Happilac’s goal. This could be done 
by identifying people around them who could benefit from these lessons, and either teaching them 
directly or directing them towards someone who is willing to teach. Happilac provided a ‘Call for 
Action’ helpline to order the coursebooks and for any further enquiries or assistance regarding the 
campaign. 

Finally, for even greater support and financing of the initiative, Happilac Paints announced an 
ongoing promotion whereby on every purchase of Happilac WipeOut, Rs. 100 of each drumi, 
Rs. 25 of each gallon, and Rs. 10 of every quarter, is contributed towards the Happilac WipeOut 
Illiteracy Campaign. These funds are being utilized to refurbish and paint schools that are in a 
dilapidated condition and to assist other individuals who are also working on similar such 
charitable endeavors.

The Happilac WipeOut Illiteracy Campaign has been very well received. The efforts made towards 
this cause have been greatly appreciated by our corporate brand ambassador, Shahid Afridi, and 
other celebrities involved, as well as members of the media & the business community.
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EXPORTS
Over the years, Happilac Paints has emerged as one of the leading 
paint manufacturing brands of Pakistan. This has been possible due 
to the tireless efforts of the entire Happilac team.

Happilac Paints has successfully penetrated into the Tajikistan 
market and has captured enough market share to become one of 
the country’s leading paint brands. Gathering market share in 
Tajikistan and Afghanistan has enabled Happilac as a business to 
further strengthen itself for more international markets. With 
international distributaries such as these, Happilac takes pride in 
establishing its existence as a globally acclaimed paint brand that is 
not limited to the boundaries of its home country.

We believe our vison to penetrate into the international markets of 
Central Asia, Africa and the Middle East, is an aim that is achievable 
in the near future. This confidence is fuelled by our impressive 
production capacity, constantly updated management technologies 
and reliable resources. Our state-of-the-art facilities and 
professional team of Research & Development experts enable us to 
keep up with the fast-evolving global trends and technologies in the 
coating industry. As our operations are continuously updated, we 
are able to tackle any coating query from around the globe. We are 
always on the lookout for lucrative international markets anywhere 
in the world.
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PRODUCT
CATALOGUE

CONSCHEM ROAD SAFETY
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If there is anything that can appreciably alter the look and feel of 
your home, it is the paint on your interiors and exteriors. Choose 
from our range of decorative paints and find innovative ideas to 
transform your walls.

DECORATIVE FINISHES

DECORATIVE

19

Vinyl based
Matt finish
Economical
Good coverage

WALL EMULSION

Pure acrylic based
Quick drying
Eco-friendly & non-toxic 
For interior surfaces

SPECIAL PLASTIC
EMULSION

Pure acrylic based
Velvety appearance
Highly washable

ARTILAC

Stain-resistant & silk finish
Highly washable
Exceptional aesthetic 
finish
Resistant to algae & 
fungal growth 

WIPEOUT
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WEATHERGUARD

Pure acrylic based
For exterior use
Resistant to weathering
Resistant to algae & 
fungi growth

SYNTHETIC ENAMEL

Deep full gloss finish &
good leveling properties 
Resistant to abrasion & 
mild chemical attack
With high color fastness 
pigments
For wood & metals

MATT ENAMEL

Matt finish & good 
leveling properties
Resistant to steam, 
moisture & stains
For kitchens, bathrooms 
& living rooms

HIGH SPARKLE
SYNTHETIC METALLIC

High gloss & high sparkle 
finish
For steel & wood 
structures, furniture, fans, 
electrical panels, toys, 
doors & windows

High gloss finish
For steel & wood 
structures, furniture, 
fans, electrical panels, 
toys, doors & windows

SYNTHETIC
METALLIC
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Happilac Paints has transformed computerized tinting systems in 
the industry, with the introduction of Tintolac. A fully automatic, 
state-of-the-art consumer operated paint machine, Tintolac allows 
customers to mix their own paints and create exclusive hues & 
shades. As a result, Tintolac makes it possible to convert even the 
simplest of paint outlets into a mini shade factory, whereby, 
countless shades can now be tailor-made to a consumer’s precise 
needs & demands.

* For Tintolac store locations visit our website www.happilacpaints.com



ITALIAN TEXTURE
COMPOUND
Acrylic based

Super hard water based 
decorative texture

Multi-purpose

Eco-friendly

TEXTURE FINISHES
PEARL SKIN TOP
COAT
Glossy and hard pearl finish

Waterproof

Long-lasting and durable

Good coverage

CLASSIC MULTI
TILE
Heavy body, moldable 
texture

Breathable and waterproof

Mildew resistant

MUDDY TEXTURE
FINISH
Water based mud color

Applied on the wall while adding 
hay to it

Gives a traditional village-look

For interior, as well as exterior 

surfaces

PEARL SKIN BASE 
COAT
Base coat to form base for 
Pearl Skin Top Coat

Mildew resistant

Flexible and adaptable
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ANCILLARIES
RED OXIDE PRIMER

Anti-corrosive and protective 
primer for metal surfaces

For both exterior and interior 
purposes

Excellent resistance to 
abrasion 

Reddish brown color and low 
gloss

WEATHERGUARD 
EXTERIOR PRIMER
Pure acrylic based primer

Unique durability and better 
penetration

Resistant to algae and fungal 
growth

Excellent leveling and 
adhesion properties

STRONG WALL FILLING

A ready mixed smooth finish 
wall filler

Highly effective for filling gaps, 
small holes and deep cracks

Quick drying and good 
coverage

Eco-friendly and non-toxic

WEATHERGUARD EXTERIOR 
WALL PUTTY
Excellent whiteness and filling 
properties

Fast drying and smooth finish

Excellent abrasion resistance

Antifungal and antibacterial

SYNTHETIC UNDERCOAT

Alkyd based

High opacity and excellent 
adhesion

Resistant to alkali & mild 
chemical attack

Provides maximum enamel 
holdout and smooth tough 
surface

INTERIOR WALL PRIMER

Specially designed for 
interior surfaces

Durable and high strength

Blocks alkali and dampness

Facilitates strong adhesion 
of the top coat

T.679. MIXING OIL

High selectivity

Colorless and ready to use

Retains original paint 
properties

Good flow and leveling 
properties

SYNTHETIC CLEAR
VARNISH
Deep full gloss finish that lasts 
longer

Ready to use

Low odour

For wood and metal (doors, 
windows, furniture, etc.)

Forms a shiny surface
when dry
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WOOD PROTECT SERIES
WOOD LACQUER
MATT
Decorative matt finish for 
wood surfaces

Single component & ready 
to use

Durable & smooth finish

Resistant to stains & 
scratches

WOOD SEALER

Excellent sealant capacity 

Facilitates top coat 
adhesion

Makes wood surfaces even 
& smooth

WOOD LACQUER
GLOSS
High gloss finish for wood 
surfaces

Single component & ready
to use

Durable & smooth finish

Resistant to stains & 
scratches

WOOD NC THINNER

Quick cutting

Economical & highly 
compatible with all wood 
products

Colorless & ready to use

Retains original paint 
properties
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INDUSTRIAL COATINGS

SOLVENT BASED METAL EPOXY
High build durable, two pack epoxy coating for 
metals/concrete surfaces

Resistant to abrasion and excellent mechanical 
properties

Resistant to mild acids, bases and other 
chemicals

Available in high gloss, semi-gloss and matt 
finishes

Engineered to perfection, our coating systems for industrial use ensure longer life and higher 
efficiency for heavy and medium weight industrial equipment and machinery. We offer a complete 
range of products from preparing the ground to paint finishing.

SOLVENT BASED FLOOR EPOXY 
High build, durable, two pack epoxy coating 
for floors

Resistant to abrasion and excellent mechanical 
properties

Resistant to mild acids, bases and other 
chemicals

Suitable flooring for heavy foot traffic and 
rubber tyre vehicles

SOLVENT FREE FLOOR EPOXY 
Durable and high performance floor epoxy

Combats erosion, corrosion and chemical 
attacks

High mechanical strength and cures to glossy 
smooth surface

SOLVENT BASED EPOXY PRIMER
High performance and high build epoxy primer

Excellent adhesion

Resistant to solvent, water, mild acids, bases 
and other chemical attacks

Wear resistant and reduces maintenance costs

HIGH BUILD ZINC  PHOSPHATE  EPOXY 
PRIMER
High performance and high build epoxy primer

Anti-corrosive and anti-rusting

Highly flexible and resistant to cracks

Resistant to solvent, water, mild acids, bases 
and mild chemical attacks

Suitable for steel, alloy, chemical plant pipelines, 
wood substrates and automotive parts
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HEAT RESISTING ALUMINUM 
500°F TO 600°F
Modified silicon resin base

Excellent protection & stability

Thermally stable up to 600°F

Ready to use 

Suitable for chimneys, furnace doors 
heat exchangers, rotary kiln & hot piping

SILVER STAR ALUMINUM PAINT  
A dual pack aluminum finish with high metallic 
luster

Air drying with smooth final finish

Resistant to corrosion, discoloration and mild 
chemical attacks

Suitable for chimneys, light poles, steam 
pipes, oven doors, industrial & moderate 
marine services

 HIGH HEAT RESISTING ALUMINUM 
1000°F TO 1200°F
Modified silicon resin base 

High temperature tolerance up to 1200°F

Contains special additives and high color 
fastness pigments

 BOILER COMPOUND NO. 1
Protective coating for the interior of boiler 
surfaces

Excellent protection against rusting and 
corrosion 

Thermally resistant up to 200°C - 250°C

CHLORINATED RUBBER PAINT 
Long lasting & durable protective coating

Resistant to dampness, fungal growth & mild 
chemical attack

Flexible & hard wearing

Suitable for chemical plants, laboratories, 
nuclear plants, hospitals & marine installations
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EPOXY THINNER
A blend of aromatic hydrocarbon solvents, 

aliphatic alcohols & ketones 

Compatible with all epoxy paints

Reduces drying time 

Excellent flow promoter

BLACK BOARD PAINT
Specially designed for all black boards

Moisture proof & highly washable 

Fair adhesion & durability 

Slightly coarse & easy to use

BOILER COMPOUND NO. 3 

Protective coating for the exterior of the boiler 
surfaces 

Excellent protection against rusting and 
corrosion

High coverage and ready to use

 HAPPYTONE HAMMER FINISH
Protective coating with special hammer tone 
effect

High gloss and stylish finish

Quick air drying and ready to use

Excellent resistance to weathering and 
abrasion

HAMMER FINISH SPRAYING
Brilliant gloss & stylish hammer finish 

Quick air drying & excellent luster 

High color fastness pigments 

Suitable for water pumps, wrought iron and 

cast iron surfaces

INDUSTRIAL SYNTHETIC ENAMEL
Deep full gloss finish & good leveling 
properties 

Resistant to abrasion & mild chemicals 

With high color fastness pigments 

For wood, metals, concrete and masonry 
surfaces
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N.C. 121 THINNER
Highly specialized economical thinner 

Colorless and ready to use

Retains original paint properties

PAINT REMOVER
Fast reacting, slow evaporating & superior 

quality compound

Excellent paint removing ability 

Swells the old paint & enables its easy 

removal 

Ready to use & suitable for all surfaces
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ROAD SAFETY

ROAD MARKING PAINTS

THERMOPLASTIC ROAD MARKING 
REFLECTIVE 
A hot melt road marking paint which consists 
of light colored aggregates, pigments, 
extenders, and glass beads.

AQUEOUS ROAD MARKING PAINT 
Water based product that supersedes 
traditional oil based road marking paints and 
their properties.

ROAD LINER THINNER 
A high-quality thinner specially designed for 
road marking paints.

ROAD MARKING PAINT C-R BASED 
A blend of modified alkyd and chlorinated 
rubber resin based paint.

ROAD LINER PAINT KPI-700 
An excellent finish for bitumen and concrete 
based surfaces with which it strongly bonds.

Happilac Road Safety takes pride in introducing the European Transport Route Safety Products and 
Equipment in Pakistan, with state-of-the-art machinery, superior road marking paints and services. 
We strive to contribute towards a better, safer and improved infrastructure for the nation.
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CONSCHEM

CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS
The Conschem line is your ticket to helping customers exceed expectations in the commercial, 
light industrial, health-care, hospitality, education and multi-family markets. When the area being 
painted demands a higher level of durability than even premium architectural coatings provide, it 
is an opportunity to upgrade to Conschem.

HI-GROUT G-100 
A premixed cementitious powder formulated 
as a high-performance, water resistant, dry set 
mortar. Available in 24 color shades.

SPECIAL HI-BOND T-10  
A grey cementitious powder formulated as a 
high-performance, water resistant, dry set, 
fixing adhesive.

HI-BOND C50 CONCENTRATE 
An economical tile bond concentrate that 
exceptionally reinforces the adhesion of a 
variety of masonry substrates.

WEATHER CEM  
High performance, single component polymer 
modified cementitious micro topping. 
Available in multiple color shades.

HI-AQUA SEAL WR-66 
A water based masonry water repellant that 
penetrates deep inside the pores of 
substrates.

HI-SEAL WP-44  

A two-component, elastomeric polymer 
modified cementitious coating.

HI-AQUA PROOF CP-11 
A fine powder formulated as a 
high-performance, water-proofing, dry set 
fixing concentrate and plaster.
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CONTACT US

Shakeel Ahmed Khan
Pakistan: +92 321 7171 897,
    WhatsApp: +92 321 8222 060
shakeel.khan@happilacpaints.com 
consultant.shakeel@gmail.com

FOR INTERNATIONAL QUERIES:

Head Office 
Happilac Paints, West Canal Road,
Faisalabad, Pakistan
Ph: +92 41 850 1246, +92 41 850 1212
Fax: +92 41 850 1257
 
Factory
Millat Road, Faisalabad, 38050, Pakistan
Ph: +92 41 886 1673, +92 41 878 3444, +92 41 858 1929
Fax: +92 41 878 0038

Shestopavlov 29, Main Road Jaljam Market, 
Dushanbe, Tajikistan
Ph: +992 93 8222 060, +992 93 8222 061

PAKISTAN

TAJIKISTAN

Ph: +974 50 865 452

QATAR

www.happilacpaints.com happilacpaints
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KARSS Paint Industries (Pvt.) Ltd.
Factory: Karss Paint Industries (Pvt.) Ltd. Millat Road, Faisalabad, Pakistan. Tel: +92 41 8861673, 8783444, 8581929. Fax: +92 41 8780038
Head O�ce: HAPPILAC PAINTS, West Canal Road, Faisalabad, Pakistan. Tel: +92 41 8501246, 8501212. Fax: +92 41 8501257
Lahore Regional O�ce: 12-A XX Block, DHA, Lahore, Pakistan. Tel: +92 42 37186314-5. Fax: +92 42 371 86316
UAN: +92 41 111 00 1978


